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Difficulties in testing for capital overaccumulation
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This paper reconsiders the question of testing for the presence of Pareto subopti-
mal capital overaccumulation in overlapping generations economies. The paper
allows generation-specific technology shocks to evolve over time according to a
stationary Markov chain, and assumes that an econometrician observes a finite
sample of aggregate quantities. In this setting, any statistical test of the null hy-
pothesis of capital overaccumulation with size less than one also has zero power
against the alternative hypothesis of a dynamically efficient steady state. This re-
sult means that the standard assessments of capital overaccumulation based on
US aggregate quantity data should be viewed as inconclusive.
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1. Introduction

Diamond (1965) proves that it is theoretically possible for a government to undertake a
sequence of intergenerational transfers that, relative to a competitive equilibrium out-
come, simultaneously improves the welfare of all agents and induces a fall in the capital
stock. However, most research in modern macroeconomics abstracts from this form of
Pareto suboptimal capital overaccumulation. The basis for this approach is empirical.
In his model without risk, Diamond shows that a necessary condition for capital overac-
cumulation is that the steady-state physical return to investment (net of depreciation)
is less than the growth rate. As described in the next section, this requirement has been
assessed empirically in US data by a variety of authors, perhaps most notably by Abel,
Mankiw, Summers, and Zeckhauser (AMSZ) (1989). It is typically seen as being strongly
violated not just on average, but for essentially every annual observation.

In this paper, I revisit the question of testing for capital overaccumulation. Unlike
Diamond (1965), I allow for aggregate risk in the form of intergenerational productivity
shocks governed by a stationary Markov chain. I suppose that an econometrician ob-
serves a finite sample of aggregate output and investment, which she wishes to use to
test the null hypothesis of capital overaccumulation. Her task is considerably simplified
by her knowing much about the economy: its trend growth rate, the production func-
tion, the rate of depreciation, and the set of all possible productivity states. Given her
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large knowledge base, her testing problem is only that she does not know the transition
probability matrix of the productivity Markov chain. Some of the Markov chains imply
that there is capital overaccumulation. Others do not.

In this context, I show that any test of the null hypothesis of capital overaccumula-
tion with size less than one has zero power against the alternative hypothesis of a dy-
namically efficient steady state.1 As a result, the US data cannot be seen as conclusively
rejecting the possibility of a Pareto improving increase in young-to-old transfers that
would induce a reduction in capital accumulation.

The intuition behind the result is simple. Suppose that we observe a finite sample
such that the economy is always in some state 1 in which the net physical return to cap-
ital (MPK −δ) exceeds the growth rate g. If this state were known to persist forever, then
any decrease in capital would reduce available resources and necessarily make some
agents worse off. But suppose instead there is some positive probability that the econ-
omy could transit to a state 2 in which (MPK −δ)< g. As long as that state is sufficiently
persistent, it is then possible to construct a young-to-old transfer increase in both states
(with a tilt toward state 2) so that the young agents born in state 1 are made better off.
This transfer increase will lead the young agents to cut back on capital accumulation.

I prove two additional results. First, I specifically assess the “spout-or-sink” test im-
plemented by Abel et al. (1989). As they demonstrate via its application, this test has
positive power. I prove that it has size equal to one.2 The issue is that AMSZ’s test for
capital overaccumulation is a delicate one. It does work (as they formally prove) if the
physical return to investment is either above the growth rate (implying optimality) or
below the growth rate (implying suboptimality) in all dates and states. But, as Barbie,
Hagedorn, and Kaul (2004) emphasize, this is a nontestable condition. The current pa-
per shows that the AMSZ test may miss a (positive probability) possibility of transiting to
a persistently negative (MPK −δ−g) state, and thereby incorrectly reject the hypothesis
of Pareto suboptimality.3

The final result concerns the connection between dynamic inefficiency and ex post
Pareto suboptimality in stochastic economies. Dynamic efficiency is a preference-free
concept: An allocation is said to be dynamically inefficient if it is possible to reduce
capital in a given period, without lowering aggregate consumption in any successor
dates and states.4 The two concepts (ex post Pareto suboptimality and dynamic inef-
ficiency) are essentially equivalent in economies without risk. But this paper shows that

1I am using a standard definition (Romano, Shaikh, and Wolf (2010, p. 77)) of test size: it is the supremal
probability of rejection where the supremum is taken with respect to all models/parameters consistent with
the null hypothesis. In the current paper, the supremum is calculated with respect to all Markov chains that
are consistent with capital overaccumulation. The term power is also standard: it refers to the probability
of rejection if the alternative is true, rather than the null.

2The proof is for the class of Markov chain models considered in this paper. However, since size is defined
as a supremal probability of rejection, the statement remains valid for any superset of this baseline class of
models.

3In a similar vein, AMSZ note that, “dynamic efficiency cannot in principle be judged by observing only
a particular segment of time.”

4My use of the term “dynamic (in)efficiency” mirrors Zilcha (1991). Barbie, Hagedorn, and Kaul (2007)
instead use Cass’s (1972) term “capital overaccumulation” to refer to what Zilcha (1991) calls “dynamic in-
efficiency.” (Cass’ (1972) paper is about the properties of deterministic neoclassical growth models.) In the
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this equivalence is not robust to the addition of aggregate risk. In particular, Section 5.2
demonstrates that Pareto suboptimal allocations, which exhibit capital overaccumula-
tion, may nonetheless be dynamically efficient.5

The bulk of the paper describes difficulties in using quantity-based tests of capital
overaccumulation. Could one instead use a test based on bond prices/yields? It is true
that there are situations in which such a price-based test would be effective. Suppose,
for example, that young agents could trade bonds of all maturities, and that rlong is the
limiting value on the far right of the yield curve. Then we can use the logic in Kocher-
lakota (2023) (developed for an endowment economy) to show that that capital is over-
accumulated if rlong is less than the growth rate6 g. Intuitively, it is possible to test for
capital overaccumulation using bond yields because the forward-looking variable rlong

contains potentially valuable information about low-probability transitions that cannot
be observed in a given finite (and intrinsically backward-looking) sample of aggregate
quantities.

But this argument (that one can test for capital overaccumulation by checking if rlong

is smaller than g) does not generalize to a world with plausible financial frictions. Along
these lines, suppose that the agents who engage in physical investment face binding
borrowing constraints (or are simply excluded from asset market participation). Then
market interest rates may be (much) lower than the shadow interest rates of those agents
who have access to the physical investment technology. This wedge between shadow
and market rates means that we cannot conclude that capital is overaccumulated just
because rlong < g. In Section 6, of the current paper, I discuss this point further and
I illustrate it in an example model in Online Supplemental Appendix B (Kocherlakota
(2024)).

All proofs are in the Appendix.

2. Prior empirical implementations of quantity-based tests

In this section, I briefly discuss how prior authors have used observations of aggregate
quantities in the US to evaluate the possibility of capital overaccumulation a la Diamond
(1965). My main point is that the basic approach takes the form of what can be called
an “eyeball” test. Such a test rejects the null hypothesis of capital overaccumulation by
showing in a table or graph that all annual observations of capital and output in the US
are dynamically efficient (meaning that (MPK − δ) exceeds the growth rate g in every
observation). We shall see in Sections 4 and 5 that the eyeball test (of the null hypothesis
of capital overaccumulation) is flawed because it has size equal to one.

2.1 Abel et al. (1989)

current paper, the characterization “capital overaccumulation” is explicitly grounded in the welfare crite-
rion of ex post Pareto optimality.

5Bertocchi (1991) reaches a related but distinct conclusion.
6In this class of Markov economies, rlong is constant. See also Hansen and Scheinkman (2009), Martin

and Ross (2019), and Bloise et al. (2017).
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Abel et al. (1989) remain the foundational paper for empirical tests of capital overaccu-
mulation. They propose a variety of methods of checking for dynamic efficiency using
US aggregate data. As discussed in more detail in Section 5, these tests can roughly be
seen as assessments of whether the investment sector is a “spout or sink.” For example,
in their Table 1, they compare Profit/GNP to Investment/GNP in the US for the years
1929–1985. They see no need for a nuanced parsing of the data. as the former exceeds
the latter in every year by at least eight percentage points. In their Table 2, they special-
ize the analysis to the nonfinancial sector in the years 1953–1985. The story remains the
same.

2.2 Blanchard (2019)

Blanchard (2019) undertakes a thorough (re)assessment of the potential benefits of a
further expansion of US debt. In his theoretical work, he allows for a risk-based differ-
ence between the return to physical capital and the return to safe assets. He then turns
to the data, by saying on page 1220 that, “In the simulations above ... the welfare effects
of an average marginal product far above the growth rate typically dominated the effects
of an average safe rate slightly below the growth rate, implying a negative effect of the
transfer (or of debt) on welfare. Such a configuration would seem to be the empirically
relevant one.” (emboldening mine)

What is the basis for Blanchard’s key last sentence? His Figure 15 on page 1222 plots
the return to physical capital, measured by using the ratio of firms’ net operating surplus
to the replacement value of their capital stock. The graph shows that this return never
falls below 8% in any year from 1950–2016.7 Again, Blanchard’s conclusion is essentially
an application of the eyeball test that Section 4 proves has size equal to one.

2.3 Reis (2021)

In the opening paragraph of a recent working paper, Reis (2021) asserts that “the US
data ... strongly suggest the marginal product of capital (m) has stayed relatively con-
stant, well above the growth rate of output.” He reaches that conclusion through the
examination of two simple graphs (panels (c) and (d) of Figure 1 on p. 2). The first (panel
(c)) plots the marginal product of capital, measured as the ratio of net (of depreciation)
value added to the nonfinancial corporate capital stock.8 That line lies well above the
graph of the growth rate of output in every year from 2000–2019. The second (panel (d))
is intended to be a parallel to AMSZ. It plots capital income relative to output, and in-
vestment relative to output. It shows that the former variable greatly exceeds the latter
in every year from 2000–2019.

7The same graph also depicts the return to physical capital as measured by the ratio of firms’ net operat-
ing surplus to the financial market value of their capital stock. Blanchard suggests that this variable might
be a better measure of the return to capital, given that a growing fraction of earnings is attributable to mar-
ket power and other rents. Nonetheless, the graph shows that this measure never falls below 4% in any year
from 1950–2016.

8Geerolf (2018) argues that taking proper account of the labor component of income from unincorpo-
rated businesses could weaken, if not overturn, AMSZ’s conclusions. However, Reis (2021) explicitly docu-
ments that his graphical conclusion about 2000–2021 is robust to this consideration.
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Reis (2021) uses these graphical checks to justify his focus on a steady state in which
m—the marginal product of capital net of depreciation—always exceeds g. In this sense,
he is rejecting the null hypothesis of capital overaccumulation in favor of the alternative
that the economy is in a dynamically efficient steady state. His approach is another ap-
plication of the eyeball test.

3. Setup

This section describes the class of overlapping generations (OLG) models that is the ba-
sis of the analysis, intergenerational transfers within those models, and what is meant
by Pareto (sub)optimality.

3.1 Models

This subsection describes the class of OLG models used in the paper.
Time is discrete and is indexed by the natural numbers (so, unlike some prior re-

search in this area, there is an initial date). At date t, a measure 1 agents is born; each
member lives for two periods labeled “young” and “old.” Every agent has a utility func-
tion of the form:

ln
(
cy

) +β ln
(
co

)
over consumption cy when young and consumption co when old. At date 1, there is a
measure 1 of initial old agents who live for only one period; they prefer more consump-
tion to less.9

The state st of the economy is governed by a Markov chain with a finite state space
{j}Jj=1 and a (J×J ) transition probability matrix P , where P is restricted to have a unique

stationary vector. I denote the stationary vector implied by P asπstat(P ). The probability
of state s1 equaling j is then given byπstat

j (P ) (so as to ensure the stationarity of the shock
process).

When the Markov state in period t is st , each old agent in period (t + 1) is endowed
with eost (1 + g)t units of consumption, where eoj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {1, 2, � � � , J} and the cross-

cohort growth rate g is nonnegative.10 The initial old are endowed with eoinit units of
consumption.

Each young agent in period t is endowed with e
y
st (1 + g)t units of consumption,

where eyj > 0 for all j ∈ {1, 2, � � � , J}. A young agent can forego consumption to create
capital, which in turn generates consumption for them in the following period. Specifi-
cally, if a young agent invests Kt units of consumption at date t, that investment creates

(1 − δ)Kt +AtKαt , 0<α≤ 1, 0 ≤ δ≤ 1 (1)

9I use log utility to simplify notation. All of the results in the paper can be generalized to the case of
arbitrary power utility functions.

10I restrict attention to deterministic growth in order to simplify the relevant notation. The main result
(Proposition 4) is readily generalized to the case of stochastic cross-cohort growth.
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units of consumption in period (t+ 1). (Note that αmay be equal to one.) The initial old
agents have no output produced from capital.

The variable At in (1) is a technology parameter that is common to all young agents
at date t. It fluctuates stochastically around (a scaled version of) the same log-linear
trend as do endowments. Specifically,

At = at(1 + g)t(1−α).

(The log-linear trend is scaled by (1 −α) so that output produced by capital grows at the
same rate g as endowments.) The technology shock {at }∞t=1 has J possible realizations
{āj }Jj=1, and when the Markov state in period t is st , the realization of at = āst .

I close this subsection with three observations about the class of models.

• There is no within-cohort risk within the models, as young agents are fully informed
about the realizations of their endowments and investments in the following period
(when they are old). However, there is cross-cohort risk that is shaped by the evolu-
tion of the Markov state.

• Note that capital serves as a person-specific accumulation technology for each
young agent. As a result, it plays no role in cross-generational accumulation. In-
stead, cross-generational output growth is generated by endowment and produc-
tivity growth.

• There is no labor in the models. Adding period (t + 1) labor as a complementary
input to previously accumulated capital in the production of output would greatly
complicate the analysis by adding a state variable, as the young agents’ period (t+1)
incomes would then depend on period t capital choices.

3.2 Transfers

This subsection describes the impact of nonnegative transfers from young to old agents.
The transfers are history-independent, so that they depend only on the current realiza-
tion of the Markov state.

Let τ ≡ (τ1, τ2, � � � , τJ ) ∈ R
J+ be a nonnegative J-dimensional vector of state-depen-

dent transfers. (Here, and throughout, I use the letters i and j to represent the corre-
sponding realizations of the Markov state.) At date t, if the Markov state is st , each young
agent gives up τst (1 + g)t and each old agent receives τst (1 + g)t .

Given a transfer vector τ, each young agent born in state i can choose a nonnega-
tive capital level in response to the capital plan. Hence, a young agent born in state i in
period t derives lifetime utility V ∗

it (τ), which is defined as

V ∗
it (τ) = max

k≥0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ln
(
e
y
i (1 + g)t − (1 + g)tk− τi(1 + g)t

)
+β

J∑
j=1

Pij ln
(
eoi (1 + g)t + āi(1 + g)tkα

+ (1 − δ)(1 + g)t + τj(1 + g)t+1), i= 1, � � � , J.
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By netting out t ∗ ln(1 + g) from this expression, we can obtain a time-invariant repre-
sentation for young agents’ welfare:

V ∗
it (τ) = Vi(τ; P ) + t ∗ ln(1 + g), i= 1, � � � , J,

where

Vi(τ; P ) = max
k≥0

ln
(
e
y
i − k− τi

)

+β
J∑
j=1

Pij ln
(
eoi + (1 − δ)k+ āikα + τj(1 + g)

)
, i= 1, � � � , J. (2)

The initial old agents receive utility according to their consumptions:

eoinit + τi(1 + g), i= 1, � � � , J

as a function of the initial state.

3.3 Pareto (sub)optimality

The above formulation of welfare gives rise to a partial ranking of transfer plans.

Definition 1. Let P be a (J × J ) Markov matrix with the unique stationary vector
πstat(P ), and let S(P ) = {j|πstat

j (P )> 0} be the set of states with positive probability ac-

cording to πstat(P ). Given the transition probability matrix P , the transfer plan τ′ Pareto
dominates the transfer plan τ if

τ′
i > τi, i ∈ S(P ),

Vi
(
τ′; P

)
> Vi(τ; P ), i ∈ S(P ).

A transfer plan τ is Pareto suboptimal if it is Pareto dominated by another transfer plan
τ′. A transfer plan τ is Pareto optimal if it is not Pareto dominated by any other transfer
plan.

Here, τ′ Pareto dominates τ if it makes all agents strictly better off, including the
initial old, in all states that have positive probability underP . Note that an agent’s welfare
is calculated conditional on the realization of the state at the time of their entry into
the economy. This notion of Pareto optimality is the same as Muench’s (1977) notion of
“conditional Pareto optimality” and what Demange and Laroque (1999) term “interim
Pareto optimality.” It is also the same as the welfare criterion described on page 5 of Abel
et al. (1989). Because the welfare calculation is done after the determination of the state
at the time of an agent’s birth, Pareto dominance is not about finding opportunities for
cross-generational insurance. In fact, Pareto improvements in transfer plans necessarily
create incremental future income risk for young agents.
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Agents are free to choose their desired levels of capital. Accordingly, a transfer plan τ
induces a (detrended) capital allocation (K1,K2, � � � ,KJ ), where

Ki = argmax
k≥0

ln
(
e
y
i − k− τi

)

+β
J∑
j=1

Pij ln
(
eoi + (1 − δ)k+ āikα + (1 + g)τj

)
, i= 1, 2, � � � , J.

The following simple proposition shows that a Pareto dominated transfer plan necessar-
ily induces overaccumulation of capital in every positive probability state.

Proposition 1. Let P be a Markov matrix with the unique stationary vector πstat(P ),
and let S(P ) = {j|πstat

j (P ) > 0} be the set of states that have positive probability given

πstat(P ). Suppose that given the transition probability matrix P , a transfer plan τ′ Pareto
dominates τ. Let K′ be the capital allocation induced by τ′ and K be the positive capital
plan induced by τ. ThenK′

i < Ki for all i ∈ S(P ).

Definitionally, it is possible to improve upon a Pareto suboptimal transfer plan by
tilting consumptions toward the old agents. But that tilt leads young agents to cut back
on physical investment and to lower levels of capital.11

4. Main result

This section presents the main result. The theoretical theme is that a transfer plan is
Pareto suboptimal as long as there is a sufficiently persistent state in which (MPK −δ)<
g. The main econometric result is then based on the observation that no finite sample
can be used to rule out the possibility of such a state.

4.1 Economies without risk

As mentioned in the Introduction, an allocation is said to be dynamically inefficient if
it is possible to reduce capital in some date and state without lowering aggregate con-
sumption in any successor date and state. This subsection shows that, in a world without
risk, this concept is equivalent to Pareto optimality in this class of models.

I first define and characterize dynamic efficiency in a world without risk. (In Sec-
tion 5.2 and in Online Supplemental Appendix A (Kocherlakota (2024)), I extend this
definition to a world with risk.)

Definition 2. Suppose J = 1 and that in this single state economy, a transfer plan τ∗
induces the capital choice K∗. Let C∗ = (C∗

t )∞t=1 be the implied aggregate consumption

11Barbie, Hagedorn, and Kaul (2007, p. 572) consider a different class of overlapping generations
economies. In this class of models, they show that Proposition 1 is not valid: one allocation may be Pareto
superior to another even though capital is lower in some date and state in the latter allocation.
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path:

C∗
1 = ey(1 + g) + eoinit −K∗(1 + g),

C∗
t = C∗(1 + g)t , t > 1,

C∗ = ey + eo/(1 + g) +K∗(1 − δ)/(1 + g) + āK∗α/(1 + g) −K∗.

Then τ∗ is dynamically inefficient if there exists a consumption-capital sequence
(C ′
t ,K

′
t )

∞
t=1 with higher period 1 consumption and no lower aggregate consumption

thereafter:

C ′
1 >C

∗
1 ,

C ′
1 +K′

1 = ey(1 + g) + eoinit,

C ′
t ≥C∗

t , t ≥ 2,

C ′
t +K′

t = ey(1 + g)t + eo(1 + g)t−1 +K′
t−1(1 − δ) + ā(1 + g)(t−1)(1−α)(K′

t−1

)α
, t ≥ 2.

The transfer plan τ∗ is dynamically efficient if it is not dynamically inefficient.
Unlike Pareto (sub)optimality, dynamic (in)efficiency deliberately makes no refer-

ence to preferences. Rather, it is about the physical feasibility of a particular kind of al-
locational perturbation.

The following proposition provides sufficient conditions for dynamic inefficiency
and dynamic efficiency in the one-state case.

Proposition 2. Suppose J = 1 and consider a transfer plan τ∗ that induces capital K∗.
The transfer plan τ∗ is dynamically inefficient if

αāK∗α−1 − δ < g.

It is dynamically efficient if

αāK∗α−1 − δ > g.

Proposition 3 shows that, without aggregate risk, the cutoff for dynamic (in)effi-
ciency in Proposition 2 is also the cutoff for Pareto (sub)optimality.

Proposition 3. Suppose J = 1. Consider a transfer plan τ with induced capital level
K1 > 0, and define MPK 1 = αā1K

α−1
1 . If (MPK 1 − δ) < g, then τ is Pareto suboptimal. If

(MPK 1 − δ)> g, then τ is Pareto optimal.

If there is no risk, a transfer plan is simultaneously Pareto optimal and dynamically
efficient when the induced marginal product of capital, net of depreciation, is no smaller
than the growth rate. A transfer plan is simultaneously Pareto suboptimal and dynam-
ically inefficient when the induced marginal product of capital, net of depreciation, is
larger than the growth rate. We shall see in Section 5.2, though, that this connection be-
tween dynamic efficiency and Pareto optimality disappears once there is aggregate risk.
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4.2 An example

This subsection uses a two-state example to illustrate how the Pareto suboptimality of a
transfer plan is shaped by the persistence of dynamic inefficiency.12

Suppose that the number of states J is equal to two. Let

α, δ= 1,

β= 1,

ā1 = 1 +�, 1>�> 0,

ā2 = 1 −�,

eoi = 0, i= 1, 2,

e
y
i = 1, i= 1, 2,

g= 0,

eoinit > 0,

The results in the prior subsection imply that the zero transfer scheme would be Pareto
optimal in state 1 if it were the only state and would be Pareto suboptimal in state 2 if it
were the only state. We consider which kinds of positive transition probability matrices
in the two-state world imply that the transfer scheme (τ1, τ2 ) = (0, 0) is Pareto subopti-
mal.

With a zero transfer scheme, and given the linear technology, the young agents al-
ways chooseK = 0.5:

0.5 = argmax
k≥0

ln(1 − k) +
2∑
j=1

Pij ln(kāi ).

Hence, the transfer scheme (0, 0) is Pareto suboptimal if there exists positive (τ1, τ2 )
such that

ln(0.5 − τ1 ) + P11 ln(0.5ā1 + τ1 ) + P12 ln(0.5ā1 + τ2 )> 2 ln(0.5) + ln(ā1 ), (3)

ln(0.5 − τ2 ) + P21 ln(0.5ā2 + τ1 ) + P22 ln(0.5ā2 + τ2 )> 2 ln(0.5) + ln(ā2 ). (4)

We know that a small positive vector (τ1, τ2 ) is consistent with (3)–(4) if it satisfies the
marginal utility inequalities:

− 1
0.5
τ1 + P11

0.5ā1
τ1 + P12

0.5ā1
τ2 > 0, (5)

− 1
0.5
τ2 + P21

0.5ā2
τ1 + P22

0.5ā2
τ2 > 0. (6)

12Relatedly, Chen and Wen (2017) describe how an economy in which (MPK − δ) is initially negative
may nonetheless be characterized by capital overaccumulation if there is a deterministic transition to a
dynamically inefficient steady state.
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A positive specification of τ1 reduces the utility of agents in (the dynamically effi-
cient) state 1 because P11/ā1 < 1. To offset this fall in utility, (5) implies that τ2/τ1 must
be large enough to satisfy

τ2

τ1
>

�

P12
+ 1. (7)

Note that it is possible to find such an interval of small (τ1, τ2 ) pairs for any P12 > 0.
How does a specification of (τ1, τ2 ) that satisfies (7) affect the welfare of agents in

(the dynamically inefficient) state 2? The answer to this question depends on the persis-
tence of state 2, as measured by the transition probability P22. There are three cases.

Case 1 (Pareto suboptimality): The agents in state 2 are made better off with any
positive (τ1, τ2 ) (including those that satisfy (5)) if P22 ≥ (1 − �). Note that this cutoff is
independent of the persistence P11 of state 1.

Case 2 (Pareto suboptimality): Even if P22 < (1 − �), there exists a positive (τ1, τ2 )
that simultaneously makes agents in state 2 better off and satisfies (7) if P22 is so large
that

P22 > (P11 −�).

Case 3: (Pareto optimality): There does not exist a positive (τ1, τ2 ) that makes agents
in both states better off if

P22 < (P11 −�).

To sum up: in this example, the benchmark zero transfer scheme

• is Pareto suboptimal if the dynamically inefficient state is sufficiently persistent, so
that either P22 ≥ (1 −�) or (1 −�)>P22 > (P11 −�).

• is Pareto optimal if the dynamically inefficient state is sufficiently transitory relative
to the dynamically efficient state:

�< (P11 − P22 ).

Intuitively, when the dynamically inefficient state is sufficiently persistent, agents in
state 2 are made better off by an incremental increase in transfers in both states. Since
the probability of transiting to state 2 is positive, agents in state 1 can be made better off
by increasing transfers slightly in both states as long as the ratio of increases (state 2 to
state 1) is sufficiently large.

4.3 General theory ...

This subsection generalizes the analysis in the prior subsection to the class of models
described in Section 3.

Define (KSSj )Jj=1 to be the steady-state capitals induced by a tax plan τ as the solution
to

1

e
y
j −KSSj − τj

= β (1 − δ) + MPK SS
j

eoj + τj(1 + g) + āj
(
KSSj

)α , j = 1, � � � , J,
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where

MPK SS
j = αāj

(
KSSj

)α−1

is the steady-state marginal product of capital in state j. The following proposition con-
siders a transfer plan that induces a dynamically inefficient capital allocation as a steady
state in state J (where the index is obviously picked arbitrarily), so that

MPK SS
J − δ < g.

The proposition shows that if state J is highly persistent, then—regardless of the struc-
ture of the rest of the positive transition probability matrix—τ is Pareto suboptimal.13

Proposition 4. Consider a transfer plan τ that induces the positive steady-state capitals
(KSSj )Jj=1. Suppose that the steady-state marginal product of capital induced by τ in state
J satisfies

g >MPK SS
J − δ= αāJ

(
KSSJ

)α−1 − δ.

Consider a sequence of positive transition probability matrices {Pm}∞m=1, which satisfies
limm→∞ PmJJ = 1. For an economy with transition probability matrix Pm, wherem is suffi-
ciently large, the transfer plan τ is Pareto suboptimal.

The logic behind the proof of this proposition is similar to that illustrated by the ex-
ample in the prior subsection. The transfer τJ induces a dynamically inefficient steady
state in state J. Hence, when PmJJ is near 1 (state J is highly persistent), the welfare of
agents in state J is strictly increasing in τJ . In contrast, an increase in τi, i < J, could
potentially lower the welfare of young agents in state i. But, because the transition prob-
ability matrix is positive, it is possible to offset this decline by ensuring that the ratio
(τJ/τi ) is sufficiently large.

4.4 ... And an important corollary

Proposition 4 relies on the relevant dynamically inefficient state being sufficiently per-
sistent. The following corollary underscores that this restriction can be satisfied even if
the economy spends most of its time in a dynamically efficient state.

Corollary 1. Consider a transfer plan τ that induces the positive steady-state capitals
(KSSj )Ji=1. Suppose that the steady-state marginal products of capital induced by τ in states
1 and J satisfy

αā1
(
KSS1

)α−1 − δ= MPK SS
1 − δ >g >MPK SS

J − δ= αāJ
(
KSSJ

)α−1 − δ.

13In this proposition, and in the remainder of the paper, the superscript on a matrix P represents an
index, not an exponent.
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Consider a sequence {Pm}∞m=1 of positive transition probability matrices such that

lim
m→∞P

m
JJ = 1,

lim
m→∞

(
1 − Pm11

)
min
j>1

Pmj1
= 0

and let π̄m = πstat(Pm ) be the stationary probability vector implied by Pm. Let km be the
capital allocation induced by τ when the transition probability matrix is Pm. Then

lim
m→∞ π̄

m
1 = 1,

lim
m→∞k

m
1 =KSS1

and, ifm is sufficiently large, τ is Pareto suboptimal in an economy with transition prob-
ability matrix Pm.

The conditions on {Pm}∞m=1 are satisfied by many sequences including

Pm11 = (
1 − 1/m2),

Pm1j = 1

m2(J − 1)
, j > 1,

Pmjj = 1 − 1
m

, j > 1,

Pmj1 = 1
m(J − 1)

, j > 1.

The import of the corollary is that, for large m, the stationary probability of the dynam-
ically efficient state 1, in which (MPK − δ) exceeds g, is near 1. Nonetheless, because
the conditional probability PmJJ is near 1 for large m, it is possible to construct a Pareto
improvement, with an associated reduction in capital.

4.5 Main result

The proceeding result (Corollary 1) suggests that an economy may look dynamically effi-
cient, but still admit a Pareto improving reduction in capital accumulation. This subsec-
tion formalizes this observation by proving the main result of the paper: any statistical
test of the null hypothesis of capital overaccumulation with size less than one has zero
power against the alternative hypothesis of being in a dynamically efficient steady state.

As in Corollary 1, we consider a version of the economy in which the transfer plan
τ induces the positive steady-state capitals (KSSj )Ji=1. Suppose too that the steady-state
marginal products of capital induced by τ in states 1 and J satisfy

αā1
(
KSS1

)α−1 − δ= MPK SS
1 − δ >g >MPK SS

J − δ= αāJ
(
KSSJ

)α−1 − δ
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Consider an econometrician who, from period 1 through period T , sees a sample of out-
puts and capitals: {

atK
α
t ,Kt

}T
t=1.

It is assumed that the econometrician knows α, g, and {ā1, � � � , āJ }.
However, the econometrician does not know the matrix P . The set of all possible

(J×J ) Markov matrices with a unique stationary probability vector is represented by	J .
The econometrician’s null hypothesis is that of capital overaccumulation. Accordingly,
we defineH0 to be the set of elements of 	J such that P implies τ is Pareto suboptimal.

The econometrician uses a statistical test of her null hypothesis. A test 
 is an open
subset of the set (R2+ )T of possible samples, where the econometrician rejects the null
hypothesis if her sample lies in 
. A test 
 has a power function �
 :	J → [0, 1], where
�
(P ) is the probability that the sample lies in
 if the transition probability matrix is P .
The size ρ(
) of the test is defined as

ρ(
) = sup
P∈H0

�
(P ).

The size of the test is the (supremal) probability of Type I error.
The following proposition is the main impossibility theorem. It considers the Markov

matrix P∗∗ such that the dynamically efficient state 1 steady state is known to occur at
every date with probability 1, so that

P∗∗
j1 = 1, j = 1, � � � , J.

P∗∗
ji = 0, j = 1, � � � , J, i= 2, � � � , J.

We know from Proposition 3 that P∗∗ implies that τ is Pareto optimal, and so P∗∗ is not
inH0.

Proposition 5. Let d∗ = (KSS1 , ā1(KSS )α )Tt=1 be the sample with T observations of state
1 steady-state capital and output. Consider any test 
. If d∗ ∈
, then ρ(
) = 1. If d∗ /∈
,
then

�

(
P∗∗) = 0,

where P∗∗ /∈H0 is defined as above.

The proof is centered on the sample d∗ in which the economy stays in the dynami-
cally efficient state 1 for all observed periods. Corollary 1 implies that there is a transition
probability matrix P̄ , with P̄JJ near 1, so that samples close to d∗ may have probability
arbitrarily close to 1 even though the transfer scheme is Pareto suboptimal. It follows
that if d∗ leads to rejection, then the size of the test is 1. But under the Pareto optimal
transition probability matrix P∗∗, the economy is always in state 1. So, if the sample d∗
does not lead to rejection, the test has zero power14 against P∗∗.

14The logic of Proposition 5 resembles that in the classic papers of Dufour (1997) and Bahadur and Sav-
age (1956). Proposition 5 can also be seen as a time-series illustration of the i.i.d. results of Canay, Santos,
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The following corollary to Proposition 5 considers the commonly used eyeball test
described in Section 2. It shows that the size of this test is equal to one.

Corollary 2. Consider a test 
∗, which contains all samples in which the marginal
product of capital (αAtK

α−1
t ) exceeds (g+ δ) in all periods. Then the size of
∗ is one.

Corollary 2 is trivial, as the sample d∗ in Proposition 5 is an element of 
∗.

4.6 Failure of a partial converse

The analysis in the prior subsection shows that the probability of (MPK −δ) being larger
than g in all periods may be arbitrarily close to 1 even when the economy is Pareto sub-
optimal. As discussed in Section 2, this kind of dynamically efficient data set is the em-
pirically relevant case. But suppose hypothetically that (MPK −δ) were less than g in all
periods. Could such a data set have a high probability even when τ is Pareto optimal?
Proposition 3 shows that the answer to this question is no.

To see why, recall that proposition considers a situation in which the transfer plan
τ induces the positive steady-state capitals (KSSj )Ji=1, where the steady-state marginal
product of capital induced by τ in state J is dynamically inefficient:

g >MPK SS
J − δ= αāJ

(
KSSJ

)α−1 − δ.

Suppose an econometrician sees a sample of outputs and capitals:{
atK

α
t ,Kt

}T
t=1.

She can deduce the state in each period from this information. Suppose that the Markov
transition probability matrix P is such that the probability of the data set containing T
consecutive observations of state J is larger than (1 − ε) for some ε. That can only be
true if the transition probability PJJ satisfies

PJJ ≥ (1 − ε)
1

T−1 .

Proposition 3 then implies that, for ε positive but sufficiently close to zero, τ is necessar-
ily Pareto suboptimal.

The key to this argument that τ is Pareto suboptimal for PJJ sufficiently close to 1,
regardless of the specification of the rest of the transition probability matrix. In contrast,
Corollary 1 shows that for any P11 < 1 (where the steady state in state 1 is dynamically
efficient), the rest of the transition probability matrix may be such that τ is Pareto sub-
optimal.

and Shaikh (CSS) (2013) and Romano (2004), which establish that a null hypothesis cannot be distinguished
statistically from its boundary points when those are defined using the notion of total variation distance. In
our Markov chain context, let F be the Borel sigma-algebra over R2T+ . Define μm and μ∗∗ to be the probabil-
ity measures over F implied by the Markov matrices Pm and P∗∗, for any m≥ 1. Define the total variation
distance between the measuresμm andμ∗∗ to beψmTV = supA∈F |μm(A)−μ∗∗(A)|. The proof of Proposition
5 establishes that limm→∞ψmTV = 0. Hence, μ∗∗ lies on the boundary of H0 in the topology induced by the
total variation distance. Proposition 5 can then be seen as a parallel to the findings of Canay, Santos, and
Shaikh (2013) and Romano (2004).
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5. Two other results

This section discusses the AMSZ “spout or sink” test and the disconnect between Pareto
suboptimality and dynamic efficiency when there is aggregate risk.

5.1 “Spout or sink” test

Abel et al. (1989) propose a variety of methods to test for dynamic efficiency and Pareto
optimality. At the risk of oversimplifying, I focus on their “spout or sink” criterion. This
method classifies the economy as being dynamically efficient/Pareto optimal if it invests
less than the return to capital and as being dynamically inefficient/Pareto suboptimal if
it invests more than the return to capital. Accordingly, consider the difference between
the return to last period’s investment and current investment. It can be written as

�net
t+1 ≡ αatKαt + (1 − δ)Kt −Kt+1. (8)

The first two terms capture the “spout” aspect of the investment sector, while the second
captures its “sink” aspect.

The following result is essentially a restatement of Proposition 5 for the AMSZ test.
It considers a sequence of positive transition probability matrices {Pm}∞m=1 that satis-
fies the same conditions as in Corollary 1. It shows that for m large, the unconditional
probability that �net

t+1 is always positive is near 1, even though τ is Pareto suboptimal.

Proposition 6. Suppose that the assumptions of Corollary 1 are satisfied. Define

�net
t+1 = αatKαt + (1 − δ)Kt −Kt+1, t ≥ 1

to be the investment sector’s net contribution to output in period t. Let Prm represent the
unconditional probability defined by the transition probability matrix Pm. Then, given
any sample size T and ε > 0, there exists Mε such that if m ≥Mε, τ is Pareto suboptimal
given Pm and

Pr
m

(
T−1

T∑
t=1

1�net
t+1>0 = 1

)
≥ (1 − ε),

where 1�net
t >0 is an indicator variable that equals one if �net

t > 0 and 0 otherwise.

For m large, the economy has a high probability of spending almost all of its time in
state 1. The detrended “spout-sink” (1 + g)−t�net defined in (8) is close to �̂∗(1, 1) with
high probability, where

�̄∗(1, 1) ≈ MPK SS
1 K

ss
1 + (1 − δ)KSS1 −Kss1 (1 + g).

This is (possibly large and) positive, because (MPK SS
1 − δ) > g. So, with a probability

close to 1, the transfer plan passes a strong form of the AMSZ test, as the investment
sector is always a spout. Nonetheless, as shown in Corollary 1, a Pareto improvement is
possible.
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How does the Pareto improvement in Proposition 6 work whenm is large? As already
noted, the economy spends most of its time in state 1. Since(

MPK SS
1 − δ)> g,

the Pareto improving reduction in capital leads, with high probability, to a decline in
aggregate consumption. Indeed, with high probability, the realized utility of all agents
falls. But, as in the proof of Proposition 3, it is still possible to improve the welfare of
agents in state 1 by offering a sufficient increase in transfers in the (low-probability)
state J.

5.2 Dynamic efficiency and Pareto optimality: A disconnect

Section 4.1 provides a definition of dynamic inefficiency without risk. Online Supple-
mental Appendix A generalizes this definition to allow for risk. Zilcha (1991) collapses
the (rather complex) definition in Online Supplemental Appendix A into a much sim-
pler sufficient condition for dynamic efficiency. In our context, Zilcha’s criterion implies
that a transfer plan τ is dynamically efficient if it induces a (detrended) capital allocation
K with the property:

J∑
i=1

ln
(
1 − δ+ αāiKα−1

i

)
πstat
i (P )> ln(1 + g). (9)

This is an immediate generalization of the sufficient condition in Proposition 2 (for the
case in which J = 1).

Proposition 3 showed that, when J = 1, any allocation that satisfies (9) is Pareto opti-
mal. However, we can use the analysis from Section 4 to see that Proposition 3 does not
generalize to the case in which J > 1: with risk, a dynamically efficient transfer plan may
be Pareto suboptimal. In particular, suppose that a sequence {Pm}∞m=1 of positive transi-
tion probability matrices satisfies the conditions of Corollary 1 and that, given Pm, τ in-
duces a capital allocation (Km1 , � � � ,KmJ ). Then, for large values ofm, the average (logged)
MPK is well approximated by

lim
m→∞

J∑
i=1

πstat
i

(
Pm

)
(ln

(
1 − δ+ αāi

(
Kmi

)α−1)

= ln
(
1 − δ+ αā1

(
KSS1

)α−1)
> ln(1 + g).

For large values of m, the economy spends almost all of its time in state 1. The transfer
plan is dynamically efficient, because it satisfies (9), but is also Pareto suboptimal.

6. Bond prices?

Kocherlakota (2023) considers a class of overlapping generations models without cap-
ital in which generational endowments evolve according to a Markov chain around a
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log-linear trend. He defines raut
long to be the shadow yield in autarky to a very long-term

bond (the far right of the yield curve), and shows that it is a deterministic constant if the
transition probability matrix is positive. That paper then proves that the autarkic alloca-
tion admits a Pareto-improving sequence of young-to-old transfers if raut

long < ln(1 + g),
where g is the deterministic cross-cohort endowment growth rate.

Can a similar bond price-based test be used in stochastic overlapping generations
models to check for the presence of capital overaccumulation? The answer is generally
no. The challenge is that, as assumed by many modern macroeconomic models, the
agents who are undertaking physical investment may be constrained by binding bor-
rowing limits. As Reis (2021) emphasizes, these models imply that observed market in-
terest rates (including rlong) lie below the corresponding shadow discount rates of cap-
ital owners, which are the relevant variable for assessing capital overaccumulation. In
Online Supplemental Appendix B, 1 provide an explicit example of how this disconnect
means that capital may not be overaccumulated even if rlong is less than g.15

7. Conclusion

The message of this paper is simple: the US aggregate quantity data do not reject the
null hypothesis that there is capital overaccumulation in the sense of Diamond (1965).
As a consequence, it would seem important to perform systematic sensitivity/validation
analyses in macroeconomic models to allow for the possibility of as yet unobserved ag-
gregate productivity shocks that engender persistent dynamic inefficiency.

Appendix

This appendix contains all proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1

SinceKi > 0 for all i, it satisfies the first-order conditions:

1

e
y
i −Ki − τi

= β(
1 − δ+ αāiKα−1

i

) J∑
j=1

Pij
1

eoi + āiKαi + τj(1 + g)
, i= 1, � � � , J.

Since τ′
i > τi for i ∈ S(P ), we can conclude that

1

e
y
i −Ki − τ′

i

> β
(
1 − δ+ αāiKα−1

i

) J∑
j=1

Pij
1

eoi + āiKαi + τ′
j(1 + g)

, i ∈ S(P ).

The left-hand side is strictly increasing in Ki and the right-hand side is strictly decreas-
ing inKi. So,K′

i < Ki, for all i in S(P ).

15The maximal eigenvalue tests recently proposed by Bloise and Reichlin (2023) are also subject to this
same problem. Note, too, that market power could create a similar gap between rlong and (MPK − δ), as
stressed by Ball and Mankiw (2023).
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Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose αā(K∗ )α−1 −δ < g. We can define an alternative primed allocation of aggregate
capital and consumption by lowering capital at all dates:

K′
t =

(
K∗ − ε)(1 + g)t , t ≥ 1,

C ′
1 = ey(1 + g) + eoinit + ε(1 + g)

C ′
t = ey(1 + g)t + eo(1 + g)t−1 +K′

t−1(1 − δ)

+ ā(1 + g)(t−1)(1−α)(K′
t−1

)α −K′
t , t ≥ 2.

Then

C ′
t −C∗(1 + g)t = ε(1 + g)t − (1 − δ)ε(1 + g)t−1 − ā(1 + g)t−1((K∗ − ε)α − (

K∗)α).

Using the subgradient inequality, the RHS is bounded from below by

ε(1 + g)t−1[(1 + g) − (1 − δ) − āα(
K∗)α−1]

> ε(1 + g)t−1(g− (
āα

(
K∗)α−1)

> 0.

Hence, τ is dynamically inefficient.
Now let

αā
(
K∗)α−1 − δ > g.

Suppose by way of contradiction that τ∗ is dynamically inefficient. There exists an alter-
native primed allocation such that

C ′
1 = C∗

1 + ε(1 + g),

K′
1 =K∗(1 + g) − ε(1 + g),

C ′
t = C∗

t , t ≥ 2,

K′
t =K∗(1 + g)t + (

K′
t−1 −K∗(1 + g)t−1)(1 − δ)

+ ā(1 + g)(t−1)(1−α)((K′
t−1

)α −K∗(1 + g)(t−1)α), t ≥ 2.

Define K̂′
t =K′

t(1 + g)−t and so

K̂′
t =K∗ + (

K̂′
t−1 −K∗)(1 − δ)/(1 + g) + ā(K̂αt−1 −K∗α)/(1 + g),

or equivalently,(
K̂′
t −K∗) = (1 + g)−1[(1 − δ)

(
K̂t−1 −K∗) + ā(K̂αt−1 −K∗α)].

The subgradient inequality implies that(
K̂′
t −K∗) ≤ (1 + g)−1((1 − δ) + āαK∗α−1)(K̂t−1 −K∗)

≤ [
(1 + g)−1((1 − δ) + āαK∗α−1)]t−1(

K̂1 −K∗).
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But this means that (K̂′
t −K∗ ) is negative and its absolute value is growing exponentially,

which implies that (K′
t )

∞
t=1 is eventually negative. That is a contradiction and so τ∗ is

dynamically efficient.

Proof of Proposition 3

Case 1: Suppose αā1K
α−1
1 − δ < g. Consider τ′

1 = τ1 + γ1, γ1 > 0. Note that

(−γ1 )

e
y
1 − τ1 −K1

+ βγ1(1 + g)
eo1 + τ1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1K

α
1

>
(−γ1 )

e
y
1 − τ1 −K1

+ βγ1
(
1 − δ+ αā1K

α−1
1

)
eo1 + τ1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1K

α
1

= 0.

This implies that for sufficiently small positive γ1:

ln
(
e
y
1 − τ1 − γ1 −K1

) +β ln
(
eo1 + τ1(1 + g) + γ1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1K

α
1

)
)

> ln
(
e
y
1 − τ1 −K1

) −β ln(eo1 + τ1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1K
α
1 ,

which in turn implies that

V1(τ1 + γ1 )> V1(τ1 ).

Hence, τ′
1 Pareto dominates τ1 and the latter transfer plan is Pareto suboptimal.

Case 2: Suppose αā1K
α−1
1 − δ≥ g and τ′

1 Pareto dominates τ1. Then τ′
1 > τ1 and

ln
(
e
y
1 − τ′

1 −K′
1
) +β ln

(
eo1 + τ′

1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1
(
K′

1
)α)

> ln
(
e
y
1 − τ1 −K1

) +β ln
(
eo1 + τ1(1 + g) + (1 − δ)K1 + ā1(K1 )α

)
,

where theK1’s are optimally chosen given the relevant transfer plans. If (cy , co,K) is the
allocation induced by τ, then the subgradient inequality implies that

(
τ1 − τ′

1 +K1 −K′
1

)
c
y
1

+β
((
τ′

1 − τ1
)
(1 + g) + (

1 − δ+ ā1αK
α−1
1

)(
K′

1 −K1
))

co1
> 0.

Since 1
c
y
1

= β(1−δ+ā1αK
α−1
1 )

co1
, this inequality can be rewritten as

(
τ′

1 − τ1
) (1 + g)(

1 − δ+ ā1αK
α−1
1

) > (
τ′

1 − τ1
)
.

But this is a contradiction since αā1K
α−1
1 − δ≥ g.
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Proof of Proposition 4

Suppose τ induces the consumption/capital allocation (c
m,y
i , kmi , cm,o

ij )Ji,j=1 given the
transition probability matrix Pm. This consumption allocation satisfies the first-order
conditions:

1

c
m,y
i

= β(
1 − δ+ αāi

(
kmi

)α−1) J∑
j=1

Pm,ij
1

cm,o
ij

, i= 1, 2, � � � , J.

Since limm→∞ PmJJ = 1, we can conclude that

lim
m→∞αāJ

(
kmJ

)α−1 = MPK SS
J , (10)

lim
m→∞ c

m,y
J = e

y
J − τJ −KSSJ , (11)

lim
m→∞ c

o,y
Jj = eoj + τj(1 + g) + (

1 − δ+ α−1MPK SS
J

)
KSSJ , j = 1, 2, � � � , J. (12)

Since g >MPK SS
J − δ, the limits (10) to (12) imply that

lim
m→∞

(
βPmJJ(1 + g)

cm,o
JJ

− 1

c
m,y
J

)

> lim
m→∞

(
βPmJJ

(
1 + MPK SS

J − δ)
cm,o
JJ

− 1

c
m,y
J

)

= β
(
1 + MPK SS

J − δ)
cSS,o
J

− 1

c
SS,y
J

= 0.

Hence, there existsM such that

βPmJJ(1 + g)

cm,o
JJ

− 1

c
m,y
J

> 0

for allm>M . Henceforth, we focus onm>M .
A sufficient condition for τ to be Pareto suboptimal in an economy with transition

probability matrix Pm is the existence of a positive vector (γmj )Jj=1 of tax/transfer incre-
ments that increases welfare in all states:

ln
(
c
m,y
i − γmi

) +β
J∑
j=1

Pmij ln
(
cm,o

1j + γmj (1 + g)
)

> ln
(
c
m,y
i

) +β
J∑
j=1

Pmij ln
(
cm,o
ij

)
, i= 1, � � � , J.

(The condition is only sufficient because the left-hand side could be made even larger
by allowing agents to reoptimize with respect to capital.) A small (in a Euclidean norm
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sense) positive vector (γmj )Jj=1 improves welfare in all states if it satisfies the marginal
utility inequalities:

− 1

c
m,y
i

γmi +β
J∑
j=1

Pmij
γmj (1 + g)

cm,o
ij

> 0, i= 1, � � � , J − 1, (13)

− 1

c
m,y
J

γmJ +β
J∑
j=1

PmJj
γmJ (1 + g)

cm,o
Jj

> 0. (14)

Sincem>M , we know that

− 1

c
m,y
J

+βPm,JJ
(1 + g)
cm,o
JJ

> 0.

It follows that any positive (γmj )Jj=1 satisfies (14).
Now, for eachm>M , choose positive κm such that

κm <

βPmjJ(1 + g)

cm,o
jJ

1

c
m,y
j

−β(1 + g)Pmjj
1

cm,o
jj

(15)

for all j in {1, 2, � � � , J − 1}. For each m, define a positive vector γm = (γm1 , � � � , γmJ ) such
that

γmj

γmJ
< κm

for all j such that

1

c
m,y
j

−β(1 + g)Pm,jj
1

cm,o
jj

> 0.

Any such positive vector γm satisfies (13). (Basically, we are choosing each γmj to be suf-
ficiently small that it generates a small loss in welfare in state j relative to the gain in
welfare in state j generated by γmJ .)

The ratio restriction (15) can be satisfied by positive (γmj )Jj=1 that are arbitrarily close
to zero in a Euclidean norm sense. Hence, it follows that, for any m>M , there is a (set
of) positive (γm1 , � � � , γmJ ) sufficiently small such that (τm′

j )Jj=1 = (τmj + γmj )Jj=1 improves

welfare in all states relative to (τmj )Jj=1. This proves the proposition.

Proof of Corollary 1

The hypothesis of the corollary requires that limm→∞ PmJJ = 1. Hence, Proposition 4 im-
plies that, whenm is large, τ is Pareto suboptimal in an economy with transition proba-
bility matrix Pm.
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Since limm→∞ PmJ1 = 0, it follows that limm→∞ minj>1 P
m
j1 = 0. Hence, limm→∞ Pm11 = 1

and

lim
m→∞k

m
1 =KSS1 .

Finally, the stationary probability vector (π̄m1 , � � � , π̄mJ ) = πstat(Pm ) satisfies

π̄m1
(
1 − Pm11

) =
J∑
j �=1

π̄mj P
m
j1 ≥

J∑
j �=1

π̄mj min
j>1

Pmj1 =
(

min
j>1

Pmj1

)(
1 − π̄m1

)
.

Then

π̄m1 ≥
min
j>1

Pmj1

1 − Pm11 + min
j>1

Pmj1

= 1(
1 − Pm11

)
min
j>1

Pmj1
+ 1

.

It follows that limm→∞ π̄m1 = 1.

Proof of Proposition 5

In this subsection, I prove Proposition 5 under the conditions set forth in Section 4.5.
Consider a sequence of positive transition probability matrices {P̄m}∞m=1, which sat-

isfies the properties delineated in Corollary 1:

lim
m→∞ P̄

m
JJ = 1,

lim
m→∞

(
1 − P̄m11

)
min
j>1

P̄mj1
= 0.

From Corollary 1, asm converges to infinity, the stationary probability vectors πstat(Pm )
converge to a limit, which puts all weight on state 1. From Proposition 4, there exists M
such that τ is Pareto suboptimal given P̄m for anym≥M .

Suppose d∗ ∈ 
. Let Km be the capital allocation induced by τ given P̄m. The se-
quence {Km1 }∞m=1 of state 1 capitals satisfies the first-order condition:

1

e
y
1 − τ1 −Km1

= β(
ā1

(
Km1

)α−1 + (1 − δ)
) J∑
j=1

P̄m1j
1

eo1 + τj + (1 − δ)Km1 + ā1
(
Km1

)α
and so converges to the state 1 steady state:

lim
m→∞K

m
1 =KSS1 .
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Let dm be the sample consisting of T replications of (ā1(Km1 )α, (Km1 )α ). Since 
 is open,
and limm→∞ dm = d∗, there existsM∗ ≥M such that dm ∈
 for allm≥M∗. It follows that

sup
P∈H0

�
(P ) ≥ sup
m≥M∗

�

(
P̄m

)

≥ sup
m≥M∗

πstat
1

(
Pm

)(
Pm11

)T−1

= 1.

The size of the test is equal to one. Now suppose d∗ /∈
. Then

�

(
P∗∗) = 0,

where P∗∗ /∈H0 is defined immediately before the proposition. The proposition follows.

Proof of Proposition 6

Let (Km1 , � � � ,KmJ ) be the capital allocation induced by τ when the transition probability

matrix is Pm. The variable �̂net
t+1 = (1 + g)−t�net

t+1 is a function of the lagged and current
Markov states (st , st+1 ):

�̂net
t+1 = �̂m(st , st+1 ) ≡ αāst

(
Kmst

)α + (1 − δ)Kmst −Kmst+1
(1 + g).

Given the assumptions in Corollary 1, there existsM such that

�̂m(1, 1)> 0

for allm>M . Hence, form>M , given any sample size T , the unconditional probability
of the economy always being in a spout is bounded from below by the probability of the
state always being 1:

Pr
m

(
T−1

T∑
t=1

1�net
t+1>0 = 1

)
≥ (
πstat

1

(
Pm

))(
Pm11

)T−1
.

Since the right-hand side is arbitrarily close to 1 for large values of m, the proposition
follows.
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